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Abstract. We study the influence of the particular form of the functional
response in two-dimensional predator-prey models with respect to the stability
of the nontrivial equilibrium. This equilibrium is stable between its appear-
ance at a transcritical bifurcation and its destabilization at a Hopf bifurcation,
giving rise to periodic behavior. Based on local bifurcation analysis, we intro-
duce a classification of stabilizing effects. The classical Rosenzweig-MacArthur
model can be classified as weakly stabilizing, undergoing the paradox of en-
richment, while the well known Beddington-DeAngelis model can be classi-
fied as strongly stabilizing. Under certain conditions we obtain a complete
stabilization, resulting in an avoidance of limit cycles. Both models, in their
conventional formulation, are compared to a generalized, steady-state indepen-
dent two-dimensional version of these models, based on a previously developed
normalization method. We show explicitly how conventional and generalized
models are related and how to interpret the results from the rather abstract
stability analysis of generalized models.
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1. Introduction. One central issue in the field of theoretical ecology deals with
the stability properties of ecosystems. Since the observation that several classical
ODE food chain models, such as the Rosenzweig–MacArthur model [33], display
oscillatory dynamics after a significant increase in the value of parameters associated
with enrichment [20, 32, 9], an enormous literature has amounted regarding this
subject.

Although the paradox is now deemed an artifact, it has been concluded there
must be stabilizing mechanisms functioning in the currently existing ecosystems
[38]. A very large number of such mechanisms or factors have been proposed, which,
ironically, all more or less seem to claim general applicability, although it is much
more likely that they all attribute to some degree under different circumstances.
Some of these are age or size structure in the predator or prey population [17,
18]; anti-predator behavior of the prey [28]; spatial heterogeneity [21, 36, 29]; self-
limitation of the prey [22]; nonlinear mortality of the predator [3]; stoichiometric
food supply constraints [27]; maturation delays [10]. Observe, however, that some
of these mechanisms can also have the opposite effect (destabilization), depending
on the strength of the mechanism. See also [34] for a recent review on stabilizing
factors in simple predator–prey food chain models.

Many of the (de)stabilizing mechanisms involve manipulation of the functional
response. The functional response describes the predation rate as a function of
the abundances of predator and prey. One of the most commonly used functional
responses is the Holling type-II functional response [19], which is exclusively prey-
dependent. However, several of the alternative functional response formulations
are also predator-dependent or not exclusively prey-dependent. Some formulations
involve the inclusion of nonstandard prey populations, among them inedible popu-
lations [25, 8], invulnerable prey [1], decoy species [41], and inducibly defended prey
[39]. In [23], predator cannibalism was incorporated, which modifies the functional
response. Predator intraspecific interference has been included in a functional re-
sponse by many authors, e.g. [4, 6, 35], and it has been shown that such functional
responses with predator interference included can even dampen the oscillations in
medium-sized food webs [30].

Another approach to analyzing the influence of the exact mathematical formu-
lation of the functional response is the use of generalized models, in which the
functional response is not a priori specified [14, 15, 13]. This method allows the
investigation of the stability properties of nontrivial equilibrium states in a very
general form and enables one to conclude that any biological effect that changes
the form of the functional response at least slightly can potentially have a large
impact on the stability of the system. As such, the stability of ecological systems
is extremely sensitive to the exact form of the functional response [14, 7].

One point of criticism raised with regard to the use of the term stability in bi-
ological papers must be mentioned. Grimm and Wissel [11] made an extensive
list summarizing 163 definitions of 70 different stability concepts. They concluded
that “the general term ‘stability’ is so ambiguous as to be useless.” Rinaldi and
Gragnani [31] made related observations, stating that the validity of robust con-
clusions regarding (de)stabilizing factors in data analysis or simulations is highly
questionable. Throughout this paper we use the mathematical definition of stability
of steady states with respect to small perturbations [16, 37]).

Here we study the classical two-level food chain model from [33] (abbreviated
RM) with the default Holling type-II functional response [19] and compare it with
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the Beddington–DeAngelis functional response [4, 6] (abbreviated BD). We analyze
these models using two different approaches. On the one hand we perform a clas-
sical stability analysis, and on the other hand we represent both models in terms
of generalized predator-prey model formulations to compare both approaches. In
conventional model formulations it is difficult to study how the choice of one spe-
cific functional form affects the stability, since any variation of a function will in
general cause a variation of the equilibrium values and will therefore affect all other
processes in the model as well. Hence, one cannot distinguish between direct and
indirect effects. By contrast, in generalized model formulations the stabilizing or
destabilizing effect is captured by generalized parameters, independent of the equi-
librium values. However, since generalized models and their analysis are rather
abstract, we show here explicitly how both approaches are related to each other
and how to interpret the results of such a generalized investigation. Both stabil-
ity analyses yield a classification of stabilizing effects resulting in weak, strong, or
complete stabilization.

The models are analyzed using local bifurcation analysis. Several types of bi-
furcation points can be interpreted in an ecological way [24]. The Hopf bifurcation
is generally interpreted as a point of destabilization, while the fold bifurcation is
generally associated with persistence, especially the transcritical bifurcation [5]. In
light of the debate regarding the use of the term stability, our stability classification
specifically compares the point of destabilization (the location of the Hopf bifurca-
tion) with the persistence boundary (the location of the transcritical bifurcation),
where the two studied models (RM and BD) function as example cases.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the definition of
stability and the local bifurcation types involved, after which in Subsection 2.2 the
stability properties of the RM and the BD models in a conventional formulation
are discussed. In Section 3 we introduce an adapted version of the generalized
predator-prey model by [14], and we define the generalized parameters. In Section
4 we specify the generalized parameters for the RM and BD models and give the
local bifurcation analyses of these models. Also, we discuss the stability properties
of the generalized model formulations. Finally, in Section 5 we put the results in a
broader context.

2. Bifurcation analysis. For the analysis of our models we introduce three types
of stabilization, based on local bifurcation analysis and limited to a two-dimensional
setting. Stability itself is defined as the local linear asymptotic stability of an
equilibrium, also called a steady state. Taking a two-dimensional system of ODE’s

Ẋ1 = F1(X1, X2) , (1a)

Ẋ2 = X2F2(X1, X2, p) , (1b)

the stability of an equilibrium (X∗

1 , X∗

2 ) of this system can be determined by eval-
uating the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix

J =

(

J11 J12

J21 J22

) ∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

X1=X∗

1
,X2=X∗

2

, (2)

where
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J11 =
∂F1(X1, X2)

∂X1
, J12 =

∂F1(X1, X2)

∂X2
, J21 = X∗

2

∂F2(X1, X2)

∂X1
,

J22 = X∗

2

∂F2(X1, X2)

∂X2
+ F2(X

∗

1 , X∗

2 ) .

This definition applies only to an individual equilibrium. A stable equilibrium
corresponding to the situation in which all eigenvalues have negative real parts
refers to a locally attracting node or spiral, while an unstable equilibrium where at
least one real eigenvalue is positive or a conjugate complex pair of eigenvalues has
positive real parts can be a locally repelling node or spiral or a saddle equilibrium.

2.1. Bifurcation points. In bifurcation analysis the stability of separate equilibria
is monitored under smooth, continuous parameter variation. A change in stability of
an equilibrium at a specific parameter value indicates a bifurcation point (for more
information, see [16, 40, 26], and for the applications in ecological models [3, 24]).
For the classification two bifurcation types are of importance: the transcritical and
the Hopf bifurcation. Two expressions can be derived from the Jacobian matrix
equation (2) that are useful in localizing these bifurcations, and that we use in the
stability classification, namely

det(J) = J11J22 − J12J21 = 0 , (3a)

tr(J) = J11 + J22 = 0 , (3b)

which are the determinant and the trace of the Jacobian matrix, respectively.
Transcritical bifurcation. A fold bifurcation occurs at a specific parameter value
where one real eigenvalue is zero. When two equilibria X∗,X̃ merge to form a saddle-
node equilibrium, this is a saddle-node or tangent bifurcation. The transcritical
bifurcation (TC) is a degenerate type of fold bifurcation that occurs for

F2(X̃1, X̃2, pTC) = 0 , (4)

where X̃2 = 0. The transcritical bifurcation is also defined by det(J) = 0.
The TC can biologically be interpreted as an existence boundary for a species,

given it occurs at a zero biomass equilibrium for this species [24]. In the specific

ecological models meant in this paper the equilibrium X̃2 = 0 is stable for p < pTC

and becomes unstable at pTC . The stability then is taken over by an invading
equilibrium X∗ in the region p > pTC , which means there is a stable positive
biomass X∗

2 . We refer to this latter condition as persistence.
Hopf bifurcation. The second type of bifurcation we consider is the Hopf bifurcation,
denoted H . Such a bifurcation occurs when the real part of a complex pair of
eigenvalues becomes zero. At the Hopf bifurcation the involved equilibrium switches
from stable to unstable (or vice versa). The criterion for the Hopf bifurcation is
met when the trace equals zero, while the determinant is positive. The arising limit
cycle can be either stable (supercritical Hopf) or unstable (subcritical Hopf). The
models considered here exhibit a supercritical Hopf bifurcation, where a stable limit
cycle attractor is born that gives rise to periodic behavior.

The transition from a stable equilibrium to stable periodic behavior is often
connected to destabilization, as meant in [32]. Under enrichment of a predator-prey
system first a Hopf bifurcation occurs, and after further enrichment the periodic
cycle tends to increase in size until stochastic extinction becomes very likely.
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2.2. Stability in the RM and BD models. Both the RM and the BD models
have logistic growth of the prey X1 and linear mortality R of the predator X2,
written as

dX1

dt
= rX1

(

1 −
X1

K

)

− G(X1, X2)X2 , (5a)

dX2

dt
= κG(X1, X2)X2 − RX2 , (5b)

where κ is the yield or efficiency, the ratio between ingested biomass X1 and the
production of biomass X2 from it, which is taken smaller than 1 and assumed to be
constant. The scaled functional response, denoted G(X1, X2), is in the RM model
the standard Holling type-II functional response

G(X1) =
X1

TS + THX1
, (6)

where TS is the searching time and TH is the handling time per prey item. Both
these parameters can be rewritten as given in Table 1, which will give more insight
further on. The BD model has a Beddington–DeAngelis functional response [6],
written as

G(X1, X2) =
X1

TS + THX1 + TIX2
, (7)

which includes mutual interference of the predator individuals, with interaction time
TI per predator individual.

The location of the two above-mentioned bifurcations, the transcritical bifurca-
tion TC as the existence boundary of the positive equilibrium X∗

2 , and the Hopf
bifurcation H , corresponding to the destabilization of X∗

2 , determines the stability
interval in parameter space. In particular, the distance between TC and H is the
crucial quantity to be estimated. As such, by comparison of the curves of the Hopf
bifurcation and the transcritical bifurcation in two-parameter space, where one pa-
rameter is the enrichment parameter K and the other is the mortality rate R, we
can define two types of stabilization occurring in a model. Figure 1 gives the two
possible scenarios.

Continuation in K and, for instance, R in the RM model results in weak stabi-
lization, as shown in Figure 1, upper panel. The stable region of the unique positive
equilibrium can be described purely algebraically, using the trace and determinant
of the Jacobian matrix. After substitution in Equation (4, 3b) we get

KRM
TC =

RC

µ − R
, (8a)

KRM
H =

C(R + µ)

µ − R
= KTC +

µC

µ − R
. (8b)

With increasing R towards µ the interval |KRM
TC − KRM

H | becomes infinite. Calcu-
lation of the asymptotes of the two bifurcations for R, called RRM

TC and RRM
H , with

K → ∞, yields

lim
K→∞

RRM
TC = lim

K→∞

RRM
H = µ . (9)
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In other words, the interval |RRM
TC − RRM

H | → 0 for increasing K; hence we term
that behavior weak stabilization.

In the BD model with mutual predator interference continuation in the same
parameters K and R results in strong stabilization, as shown in Figure 1, lower
panel. The same limit case analysis as in the RM model gives

KBD
TC =

RC

µ − R
, (10a)

KBD
H =

C(RTIµ − µ − R)2

(TIµ − 1)(µ2(rTI + RTI − 1) + R2(1 − TIµ))
, (10b)

where we assume that the time spent on an interaction TI > 0. Intraspecific
interactions do not play a role at the transcritical bifurcation since X̃2 = 0, so
KBD

TC = KRM
TC and also limK→∞ RBD

TC = limK→∞ RRM
TC = µ. Calculation of

limK→∞ RBD
H results in a rather lengthy expression, which is not given here, but

there is a finite range limK→∞ RBD
TC < R < limK→∞ RBD

H where the system has
a stable positive equilibrium for all values of K. This means that the distance
|RBD

TC − RBD
H | remains finite for all K as denoted by the arrow A in Figure 1. As

a consequence, the distance |KBD
TC − KBD

H |, which is rather small for small R (ar-
row B), becomes infinite for all R between limK→∞ RBD

TC and limK→∞ RBD
H (arrow

C). Within this rather large interval of R the Hopf bifurcation as the existence
boundary of stable steady state is avoided leading to strong stabilization.

If we consider the variation of a third parameter, namely the interaction time TI ,
we can observe an additional effect. The size of the interval of R where the Hopf
bifurcation is avoided depends on TI . By increasing the value of TI it is possible
to avoid the Hopf bifurcation in the whole range of 0 < R < µ and for all K > 0.
Rewriting the lengthy expression for limK→∞ RBD

H with respect to TI , the minimal
value of TI required for complete avoidance of the Hopf bifurcation is given as

T̃I = lim
K→∞

TI,H =
µ2 − R2

µ(µ(r + R) − R2)
, (11)

where 0 < R < µ, i.e., for TI > T̃I destabilization does not occur for any K. We
call this effect complete stabilization.

Strong stabilization was shown earlier by Vos et al. [39], who considered a two-
parameter bifurcation diagram displaying both the transcritical and the Hopf bi-
furcation curves for a model with a predator and a prey species with two subpop-
ulations, one defensible and one indefensible. A similar type of stabilization was
shown by Kretzschmar et al. [25] (Fig. 5), although there the intrinsic growth rate
r was considered as the enrichment parameter.

3. Generalized model formulation. It is difficult to compare models with differ-
ent terms of interaction, since each change in the functional form would also affect
the value of the steady state. To draw more general conclusions on stabilization
effects in models, we use generalized parameters, adapted from those as described
in [14]. Such generalized models allow to analyze specific equilibrium-independent
effects.

In the generalized approach we do not specify the response function G(X1, X2) in
Equation (5). Furthermore, we assume that there are (at least) two equilibria, one
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positive steady state denoted by X∗ = (X∗

1 , X∗

2 ), and one zero equilibrium denoted

by X̃ = (X∗

1 , 0).
It is important to mention that the following consideration of the generalized

models differs from the one introduced in [14] in the sense that here it has been
explicitly taken into account that the functional response is at least linear in the
predator, so that it can be written as G(X1, X2)X2. This particular form can be
regarded as a restriction or loss of generality compared to [14], but it is necessary
to distinguish between the positive and the zero equilibrium. In the following we
make use of this distinction. Furthermore, we note that we do not aim at a stability
analysis of the generalized models in their whole generality but rather to show
how one can relate generalized models to conventional models. This is a nontrivial
task since there is no one-to-one correspondence between generalized parameters,
describing the shape of the functional response and parameters in conventional
models. Nevertheless it is possible to find and explore this relationship as we show
next.

3.1. The positive equilibrium. To substitute the unknown equilibrium X∗ we
introduce the normalized variables

xi =
Xi

X∗

i

, (12)

with i = 1, 2 and the normalized functions

g(x1, x2) =
G(X∗

1x1, X
∗

2x2)

G(X∗

1 , X∗

2 )
. (13a)

After substitution into Equation (5) we get the equations

X∗

1

dx1

dt
= rX∗

1x1 − g(x1, x2)G(X∗

1 , X∗

2 )X∗

2x2 −
rX∗2

1

K
x2

1 , (14a)

X∗

2

dx2

dt
= κg(x1, x2)G(X∗

1 , X∗

2 )X∗

2x2 − RX∗

2x2 . (14b)

Because of normalization, the system now has a positive equilibrium x∗

i = 1, i = 1, 2
and for the function g(x1, x2) holds g(x∗

1, x
∗

2) = 1, which is the strong point of the
generalization method. Observing the above equations in the equilibrium results in
the following expressions for time scales at both levels xi

α1 := r =
G(X∗

1 , X∗

2 )X∗

2

X∗

1

+
rX∗

1

K
, (15a)

α2 := R = κG(X∗

1 , X∗

2 ) . (15b)

Additional scaling parameters can be defined

m :=
X∗

1

K
, (16a)

n := 1 − m =
G(X∗

1 , X∗

2 )X∗

2

α1X∗

1

, (16b)

where n and m represent the relative importance of the predatory and non-predatory
loss terms, respectively. We can now rewrite Equation (5) in the normalized system
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dx1

dt
= α1

(

x1 − ng(x1, x2)x2 − mx2
1

)

, (17a)

dx2

dt
= α2x2

(

g(x1, x2) − 1
)

. (17b)

3.2. The zero equilibrium. To deal with a zero equilibrium X̃, it is not possible
to use the normalized variable x2 = X2/X̃2 since X̃2 = 0. Instead, we use

x1 =
X1

X̃1

, x2 = X2 . (18)

Note that this is not a strict normalization, because the variable x2 is not dimen-
sionless. The following normalized functions are redefined accordingly:

g̃(x1, x2) =
G(X̃1x1, x2)

G(X̃1, 0)
. (19)

After substitution into Equation (5) we have the ODE’s

X̃1
dx1

dt
= rX̃1x1 − g̃(x1, x2)G(X̃1, 0)x2 −

rX̃2
1

K
x2

1 , (20a)

dx2

dt
= κg̃(x1, x2)G(X̃1, 0)x2 − Rx2 . (20b)

Based on these equations, some of the scaling parameters differ from those defined
in the previous subsection. Considering Equation (20a) in the zero equilibrium

yields α1 = r = rX̃1/K and therefore X̃1/K = 1. By defining

α21 := κG(X̃1, 0) , (21a)

α22 := R , (21b)

ñ :=
G(X̃1, 0)

α1
X̃1 , (21c)

we can now rewrite Equation (5) as

dx1

dt
= α1

(

x1 − ñg̃(x1, x2)x2 − x2
1

)

, (22a)

dx2

dt
= x2

(

α21g̃(x1, x2) − α22

)

. (22b)

Note that in general α21 6= α22 in case of a zero equilibrium.

3.3. Generalized parameters. We can define generalized parameters for the gen-
eralized model formulation that can function as bifurcation parameters. The ad-
vantage of generalized parameters is that they describe generic, rather than specific,
properties of the model.

We define the following generalized parameters, adapted from [14]:

γi =
∂g(x1, x2)

∂xi

∣

∣

∣

∣

x=x∗

, (23)
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Table 1. List of parameters used in the RM/BD models. For the

bifurcation parameters a range has been given.

symbol value meaning

K [0,∞〉 carrying capacity
r 0.5 prey specific growth rate
µ 0.2 predator specific growth rate
κ 0.4 yield; conversion coefficient
C 9. saturation constant
TS = Cκ/µ 18. searching time
TH = κ/µ 2. handling time
R 〈0, µ] natural mortality
TI [0,∞〉 interaction time per predator

where i = 1, 2. Parameter γ1 reflects the dependence of the predator on the prey,
where γ1 → 0 for abundant prey, while larger values of γ1 are interpreted as prey
scarcity. Parameter γ2 denotes the predator sensitivity with respect to the predator
species. For γ2 = 0 (the RM model) there are no predator mutual interference
effects, while for γ2 < 0 (the BD model) there are mutual interference effects.

3.4. Generalized stability criteria. The Jacobian matrix for the two-dimensio-
nal normalized model at the positive equilibrium is

J =

(

−α1(1 + n(γ1 − 2)) −α1n(γ2 + 1)

α2γ1 α2γ2

)

. (24)

Observe that x∗

1 = x∗

2 = g(x∗

1, x
∗

2) = 1. The condition for the Hopf bifurcation in a
generalized form then is given as

tr(J) = −α1(1 + n(γ1 − 2)) + α2γ2 = 0 , (25)

and det(J) > 0.
The condition for a transcritical bifurcation is given by the determinant of the

Jacobian. In case of a positive equilibrium we would get

det(J) = α1α2(nγ1 + γ2(2n − 1)) = 0 . (26)

However, since we are interested in the transcritical bifurcation where the positive
equilibrium intersects with the zero equilibrium, we can also consider the determi-
nant of the Jacobian of the zero equilibrium.

The Jacobian evaluated at the zero equilibrium is

J =

(

−α1 −α1ñ

0 α21 − α22

)

. (27)

The condition for the transcritical bifurcation is then given by

det(J) = −α1(α21 − α22) = 0 . (28)
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Thus, in the case of a transcritical bifurcation we have α21 = α22.

4. Model analyses. In this section we want to discuss the local bifurcation anal-
yses obtained for the generalized model formulations in terms of the RM and BD
model, and how results from the conventional model formulations correspond to
them. This is not trivial, since the functions describing the relationship between
the generalized and the conventional parameter sets are not invertible.

4.1. Generalized parameter expressions. We denote the conventional param-
eter space as P = {R, K, r, µ, κ, C, TI} for the used models (recall that TS and TH

are not independent, but they depend on µ, κ and C), with the default parameter
values given by Table 1. We distinguish between environmental parameters (K and
R), that can easily be manipulated by an experimenter, and vital parameters, that
are based on physiological processes of the species and their trophic interactions
and describe the biotic system. We primarily vary the environmental parameters in
the conventional bifurcation analyses, and the parameter TI , that is considered to
be the factor related to the effects on the ecosystem functioning as defined in [31].

For comparison of the results between the generalized and the conventional model
formulations we analyze how the scaling and the generalized parameters, given in
Equations (15, 16, 23), affect each other if we assume the functional response of
that of the BD model (given in Eq. (7); it is the RM model for T1 = 0). We find
that

γ1 = 1 − THG(X∗

1 , X∗

2 ) = 1 −
α2

µ
, (29a)

γ2 = −
TIX

∗

2

X∗

1

G(X∗

1 , X∗

2 ) , (29b)

where µ by default is a constant since it is a vital parameter. Please recall that
the scaling parameters defined in Equations (15, 16) are related to the conventional
parameters by

α1 = r , (30a)

α2 = R , (30b)

m =
X∗

1

K
, (30c)

n = 1 − m . (30d)

Hence, the bifurcation analyses of the RM and BD model in the generalized formu-
lation use only two (α2, m) or three (α2, m, γ2) parameters, respectively.

Note that we give up the generality to obtain Equation (29). In the case of
the functional response of the BD model Equation (7), we have 0 < γ1 < 1 and
−1 < γ2 < 0. Adding Equation (29) we get

γ1 + γ2 =
TS

TS + THX∗

1 + TIX∗

2

, (31)

and therefore γ1 + γ2 > 0 or γ1/γ2 < −1.
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H

Figure 1. Demonstration of two types of stability in two-
parameter bifurcation sketches. Upper panel: weak stability.
The transcritical and Hopf bifurcations approach each other for
K → ∞. Lower panel: strong stability. The transcritical and Hopf
bifurcation have different asymptotic values of R for K → ∞. In
the BD model for TI = 0 holds that the distance A = 0, while for
an increase in TI the distance A also increases. There is a value
TI = T̃I where A is maximal.

4.2. Results. We proceed with discussing the bifurcation analysis of the gener-
alized model. In the generalized analysis, we have two solutions of det(J) = 0
for the positive equilibrium, namely m = 1, γ2 = 0 and γ1/γ2 = 1/n − 2. Since
0 ≤ n ≤ 1 and γ1/γ2 < −1, the latter condition cannot be satisfied in the BD
model. However, in the following we will consider the case γ1/γ2 = −1 as the
boundary of validity of the BD model. As we will see, the first condition is ex-
actly the TC of the BD and RM models. The analysis of the zero equilibrium X̃

yields the condition α21 = α22 for the transcritical bifurcation. However, at the
transcritical bifurcation where the positive equilibrium X∗ intersects with the zero
equilibrium X̃ we have not only α21 = α22 = α2, but also X∗ = X̃, and therefore
m = X∗

1/K = X̃1/K = 1, n = ñX̃2 = 0 and g̃(x1, x2) = g(x1, x2). This shows
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Figure 2. Three-dimensional local bifurcation diagram of the gen-
eralized model, with the BD functional response. The Hopf bifur-
cation surface is bounded by a curve where two eigenvalues are
zero; i.e., det(J) = 0. However, this boundary is never reached,
because the plane γ1 = −γ2, for which K → ∞, prevents this.

that the condition for the positive equilibrium m = 1, γ2 = 0 satisfies equally the
condition for the zero equilibrium.

Figure (2) shows the bifurcation diagram of the generalized model if we assume
γ1 = 1−α2/µ with µ = 0.2. The transcritical bifurcation is the line (m, γ2) = (1, 0).
The Hopf bifurcation surface is given by Equation (25) and limited by the conditions
det(J) > 0 (computed using an algorithm developed in [37]). For the BD model,
only the parameter space above the surface γ2 = −γ1 = 1−α2/µ is of interest, and
for the RM model only the plane γ2 = 0.

First, we observe that the Hopf bifurcation line in the plane γ2 = 0 does not
approach the TC at m = 1, but instead ends at m = 0.5 for α2 = R = µ = 0.2.
Second, for K → ∞ we would expect m → 0, so that the distance between the H
and TC would increase with increasing K. In the RM model, however, we find that
X∗

1 = TSR/(κ − RTH). By substitution of the parameters in the generalized Hopf
condition Equation (25), and using the relations in equations (29, 30), where γ2 = 0
for the RM model, we get the solution m = X∗

1/K = R/(R + µ). This results in

TSR

κ − RTH

−
KR

R + µ
= 0 . (32)

Since µ and κ are assumed to be constant this condition results in R → 0.2 for
K → ∞, since TH = κ/µ. In return we find that m = X∗

1/K = R/(R + µ) → 0.5
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for K → ∞. Therefore, the Hopf bifurcation curve approaches indeed the point
(m = 0.5, α2 = µ = 0.2, γ2 = 0) for K → ∞.

The above, however, does not explain our first observation. The distance between
the TC and the Hopf bifurcation that becomes zero in the conventional bifurcation
diagram for K → ∞ is the distance in R = α2. But this distance becomes zero in
the generalized bifurcation diagram as well. Both bifurcation lines H and TC in
the generalized bifurcation diagram for the RM model (γ2 = 0) end at the plane
α2 = R = µ = 0.2. This is the same limit value as in the conventional bifurcation
analysis.

In the case of the BD model (TI > 0) we have γ2 < 0 for the Hopf bifurcation
(considering the positive equilibrium X∗

2 > 0) and γ2 = 0 for the TC. The TC is
the same as in the RM model with the limit value α2 = R = µ = 0.2. Because of
the restriction γ2 > −γ1 = α2/µ − 1, we immediately see that for any γ2 < 0 there
is a finite distance between the Hopf bifurcation surface and the surface α2 = 0.2.
Thus the Hopf bifurcation cannot reach the limit value of the TC anymore, leading
to strong stabilization.

Let us now discuss how the conventional and generalized bifurcation diagrams
are connected in detail. Figure 3 shows the results of continuations of bifurcations in
K and R in the conventional model and how they display in the generalized model,
where the default values for the vital parameters are adopted from Table 1 and
TI = 1. Curve (1) is a one-parameter continuation in K with R = 0.08, while curve
(2) is a one-parameter continuation in R with K fixed. Both curves terminate on the
transcritical bifurcation line TC and on the Hopf bifurcation surface H . Starting a
two-parameter continuation in K and R on the Hopf bifurcation then results in the
curve (3), for decreasing values of these parameters, and curve (4), for K → ∞.

The same figure also shows the conditions for which complete stabilization occurs.
From Equation (11) it can be derived that for R → 0 the value of T̃I → 1/r. A
one-parameter continuation in R for K → ∞ from the TC to the Hopf bifurcation
surface is always a straight line starting at (m, α2, γ2) = (1, 0.2, 0) and ending at the
curve S, depending on the value of TI . When TI = 2, the end of the continuation
line (the straight line labeled TI = 2) coincides with the Hopf bifurcation surface in
(m, α2, γ2) = (0, 0,−1) (recall that r = 0.5 and fixed). This means that in the case
of TI > 2 no destabilization at all occurs.

5. Discussion. The stability of food chains has been discussed extensively in the
theoretical ecological literature, and several model mechanisms have been proposed
that work stabilizing. For instance, in [6] it was concluded that intraspecific preda-
tor interactions strongly stabilize the BD model dynamics. However, one note of
criticism has been raised with regard to the ambiguous use of the term “stability”
that makes it difficult to draw comparable conclusions [11, 31].

The stability classification given in this paper is based on local bifurcation analy-
sis, and compares the limit cases of two biologically interpretable bifurcations under
enrichment. The strong stabilization in the BD model corresponds to the existence
of a region in parameter space where even infinite enrichment does not lead to limit
cycles. There is also a minimal amount of intraspecific interactions TI = T̃I for
which this parameter region is maximal.

Other nonexclusively prey-dependent functional responses display the same type
of stabilization, although the results are not shown here. We mention the presence
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Figure 3. Continuation curves in one (K) and two (K and R)
parameters, with R = 0.08 if fixed and TI = 1. Upper panel:
Three-parameter bifurcation diagram of the generalized BD model.
Lower panel: Two-parameter bifurcation diagram in K and R of
the conventional BD model. For explanation, see text. Observe
that the curve S is the intersection curve of the Hopf bifurcation
surface with the plane γ1 = −γ2.

of inedible prey species [25, 41], induced defenses in prey species [39], predator
cannibalism [23], and the presence of hawk-dove tactics in the predator [2].

In an attempt to generalize these results we apply the normalization method
by Gross et al. [14, 15, 13]). The used stability classification also works in the
generalized formulations of the RM and BD models, but in a slightly different way
than expected. There is no convergence of the Hopf bifurcation to the transcritical
bifurcation corresponding to m = 1 in the generalized parameter space. The Hopf
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bifurcation surface in the generalized model is bounded by the equality γ1 = −γ2

for K → ∞. For the RM model, this boundary coincides with the boundary of
α2 = µ = 0.2. In the BD model, this value of α2 is not reached; instead, the
continuation curves in K and R and thus the Hopf bifurcation curve are bounded
by γ1 = −γ2 only. Although this effect is not intrinsic in the generalized model and
cannot be understood without comparison to the conventional formulation of the
model, we gain insight in the way how stabilization works.

Although the comparison between the conventional and generalized formulations
of the RM and BD models results in better understanding of the stability properties
of the two models, these results are not at all applicable in general. Other functional
response functions than the ones discussed here may generate other dependencies of
the scaling or generalized parameters, or both. The limitation caused by the equality
γ1 = −γ2, that is vital for the strong stabilization, is specific for the used functional
response(s) and might not exist in other models. Instead, other limitations may
exist that alter the stability properties in turn.

Additionally, in many systems there exist more than one positive equilibrium
for the same parameter set. In this case one has to do the analysis for each of
the equilibria separately and then combine these analyses. It might happen that
different equilibria are related to different stabilization effects. Note that for con-
ventional models the bifurcation points for different equilibria can be combined in
a single diagram. In generalized models the bifurcation diagram is independent of
the specific equilibrium and therefore identical for all equilibria of the model.

The classification of stabilization is demonstrated only with models of two inter-
acting species. Nevertheless, the whole method can be extended to models where
more species interact. However, then one cannot use the trace of the Jacobian as
the condition for the appearance of Hopf bifurcations, but one has to resort to a
different method, for instance the method of resultants [12].

This paper shows that the combination of the generalized model approach and
conventional approaches of the RM and BD models can lead to a better understand-
ing of destabilization effects. The approach of generalized models was originally used
to analyze systems where the functional forms of some processes are not known in
detail. Points in the generalized parameter space represent a class of conventional
models. Therefore it is difficult to identify where exactly in this generalized pa-
rameter space a given conventional model is located. Though the conclusions that
can be drawn from the stability analysis of generalized models are much more gen-
eral as demonstrated in [14], we restrict ourselves here to a generalized formulation
of specific conventional models in order to compare the two methods and to show
their equivalence. As it is demonstrated above, the bifurcation curves are bounded
in parameter space if we specify the processes (i.e., the functional response) in
the generalized formulation. For this reason, not the whole generalized parameter
space is represented in each conventional model of the same class. However, as we
have shown these boundaries can explain the stability properties with respect to
certain parameters of the conventional models, that we classify as either weakly or
strongly stabilizing. As such, the generalized model formulation contributes to our
understanding of the stability of equilibria in simple food chain models.
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